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Abstract. The BBC has a very large archive of programmes, covering
a wide range of topics. This archive holds a significant part of the BBC’s
institutional memory and is an important part of the cultural history of
the United Kingdom and the rest of the world. These programmes, or
parts of them, can help provide valuable context and background for cur-
rent news events. However the BBC’s archive catalogue is not a complete
record of everything that was ever broadcast. For example, it excludes the
BBC World Service, which has been broadcasting since 1932. This makes
the discovery of content within these parts of the archive very difficult.
In this paper we describe a system based on Semantic Web technologies
which helps us to quickly locate content related to current news events
within those parts of the BBC’s archive with little or no pre-existing
metadata. This system is driven by automated interlinking of archive
content with the Semantic Web, user validations of the resulting data
and topic extraction from live BBC News subtitles. The resulting inter-
links between live news subtitles and the BBC’s archive are used in a
dynamic visualisation enabling users to quickly locate relevant content.
This content can then be used by journalists and editors to provide his-
torical context, background information and supporting content around
current affairs.

1 Introduction

Large content archives can provide useful historical insights for current news
events. For example a 2003 ‘Talking Point’ episode on the BBC World Service
dealing with the re-activation of a nuclear power plant in North Korea could pro-
vide some interesting background for a news story about North Korea’s nuclear
activity. A 1983 ‘Medical Programme’ episode on techniques for measles immu-
nisation or a 2000 ‘Science in Action’ episode on predicting measles outbreaks
can help to provide context around a recent epidemic.

The BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) has broadcast radio programmes
since 1922 and has accumulated a very large archive of programmes over the
years. A significant part of this archive has been manually catalogued by pro-
fessional archivists but the coverage of such metadata is not uniform across the
BBC’s archive. For example, it excludes the BBC World Service, which has been
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broadcasting since 1932. Little reuse is made of such parts of the BBC archives
as there is little or no metadata to help locate content within them. However,
they do hold a significant part of the BBC’s institutional memory. They can
hold content tightly related to current news events, which could be extremely
valuable to help contextualise those events. Most of the programmes within the
BBC World Service archive, for example, have not been listened to since they
were originally broadcast, and they cover a very wide range of topics over a
number of decades.

In this paper we describe a system that enables content from uncatalogued
parts of the BBC’s archive to be surfaced alongside current news events. In
particular, we focus on the BBCWorld Service archive and how this work is made
possible by a combination of Semantic Web technologies, automated interlinking,
user feedback and data visualisation.

Our system starts by automatically deriving links from archive content to
Linked Data URIs. We use the resulting data to publish the archive and boot-
strap search and discovery within it. We then let users validate, correct and
augment these automatically derived links. As a result of this feedback, the in-
terlinks between our archive and the Semantic Web are continuously improving.
We also automatically extract topics from live BBC News subtitles. The result-
ing interlinks between live news subtitles and the BBC’s archive are used in a
dynamic visualisation enabling journalists and editors to quickly locate relevant
archive content. This content can then be used to provide historical context,
background information and supporting content around current affairs. An ar-
chitectural overview of our system is available in Figure 1.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe various
efforts aiming at cataloguing the BBC archive. We then describe the BBC World
Service archive. In Section 3 we describe our automated tools for interlinking
archive content with the Semantic Web. In Section 4 we describe how such
automatically derived links are being used to publish this archive content online,
and the mechanisms we put in place to enable people to feed back on the quality
of those links. Finally in Section 5 we describe how we use these interlinks and
topic extraction from live news subtitles to find and visualise archive content
related to current news events.

2 Background

2.1 Cataloguing the Archive

A number of cataloguing efforts have been made to improve the ease with which
people can find content in the BBC archive. This cataloguing effort has been
geared towards reuse. In other words to enable programme makers to easily find
clips of content to include in their own, newly commissioned, programmes. The
coverage of the catalogue is not uniform across the BBC’s archive, for example
it excludes the BBC World Service, which has been broadcasting since 1932.
Creating this metadata is a time and resource expensive process; a detailed
analysis of a 30 minute programme can take a professional archivist 8 to 9
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Fig. 1. Overview of the architecture of a system for finding archive content related to
current news events

hours. Moreover, as this data is geared towards professional reuse, it is often
not appropriate for driving user-facing systems — it is either too shallow (not
all programmes are being classified) or too deep (information about individual
shots or rushes).

There have been a number of attempts at trying to automatically classify the
BBC archive. The THISL system [1] applied an automated speech recognition
system (ABBOT) on BBC news broadcasts and used a bag-of-words model on
the resulting transcripts for programme retrieval. The Rich News system [7] also
used ABBOT for speech recognition. It then segmented the transcripts using bag-
of-words similarity between consecutive segments using Choi’s C99 algorithm [6].
For each segment a set of keyphrases was extracted and used, along with the
broadcast date of the programme, to find content within the BBC News web site.
Information associated with retrieved news articles was then used to annotate
the topical segment. Recent work at the BBC classifies archived programmes
according to their mood [8] and investigates ways for users to use mood as a
way to explore the archive.

2.2 Tagging with Linked Data URIs

Since 2009 the places, people, subjects or organisations mentioned in new pro-
grammes have been “tagged” with DBpedia [2] URIs, effectively interlinking
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these programmes with the Semantic Web. These tags allow the BBC’s audi-
ence to easily find programmes relating to particular topics, by presenting them
through a navigable web interface at bbc.co.uk/programmes. These tags are
also being used to drive topic-based navigation within published parts of the
BBC’s archive, such as the In Our Time archive1.

The tool used by editors to tag programmes suggests tags based on supporting
textual metadata, for example a synopsis or a title. Additional tags are then
manually associated with the programme. The entire tagging process is described
in more detail in [9].

A benefit of using Linked Data2 URIs as tags is that they are unambiguous
and that we can retrieve more information about those tags when needed. For ex-
ample, programmes tagged with places can be plotted on a map, or topic-based
aggregation pages can be enriched with information about the corresponding
topic. By having these anchor points in the Linked Data web, we can accommo-
date a wide range of unforeseen use-cases.

This process of manual tagging is naturally very time-consuming, and with
the emphasis on delivering new content, would take considerable time to apply
to the entire archive. This problem is compounded by the lack of availability of
textual metadata for a significant percentage of the archive which prevents the
bootstrapping of the tagging process.

2.3 The BBC World Service Archive

The BBC World Service was until last year operated by the BBC on behalf of
the UK government so had its own archiving system and process. It was there-
fore excluded from the cataloguing efforts mentioned previously. This archive
consists of digitised copies of all tapes that have been saved of prerecorded pro-
grammes broadcast on the English language part of the World Service since 1947.
It currently holds around 50,000 programmes with associated audio files. This
amounts to about three years of continuous audio and around 15TB of data.

However the metadata around this archive is relatively sparse and sometimes
wrong. In the best cases it includes a series title (e.g. ‘From Our Own Corre-
spondent’ although those titles are often not consistently spelled), approximate
broadcast date (although a hundred programmes are reporting a broadcast date
in the future or before the start of the World Service), a title (19,000 programmes
have no titles) and a synopsis (17,000 programmes have an empty synopsis).

On a more positive note, the full audio content is available in digital form.
We therefore consider bootstrapping search and discovery within this archive by
exploiting the audio content itself as well as textual metadata when it is present.

In the rest of this paper we focus on the BBC World Service archive, as an
example of an uncatalogued part of the BBC’s archive.

1 See http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qykl
2 See http://linkeddata.org

bbc.co.uk/programmes
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qykl
http://linkeddata.org
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3 Automated Archive Interlinking

It would take a significant amount of time and resource to manually annotate
the parts of the BBC archive with little or no metadata. We therefore consider
bootstrapping this annotation process using a suite of automated interlinking
tools working from text and from audio.

3.1 Topics from Textual Metadata

In some cases, textual metadata is available alongside archive content. In the
case of the BBC World Service archive, this data could be a synopsis or a title
for the programme. In other cases, it could be a script, production notes, etc. We
consider using this data when it is available to try and associate the programme
with a number of topics identified by Linked Data URIs.

We process this textual data using an instance of Wikipedia Miner [11].
Wikipedia Miner learns from the structure of links between Wikipedia pages and
uses the resulting model to provide a service detecting potential Wikipedia links
in unstructured text. We trained a Wikipedia Miner instance with a Wikipedia
dump from August 2012. Wikipedia Miner returns a set of Wikipedia identi-
fiers for the various topics detected in the text, which we then map to Linked
Data identifiers using the DBpedia Lite3 service. Each of these topics is also
associated with a confidence score. We store the resulting weighted associations
between programmes and topics in a shared RDF store4. For the whole archive,
this process generated around 1 million RDF triples, interlinking this archive
with DBpedia.

3.2 Topics from Audio

We also consider using the content itself to identify topics for these programmes.
This is motivated by the fact that a lot of these programmes will have very little
or no associated textual metadata. Where textual metadata is present it will
rarely tackle all the topics discussed within the programme.

The full description of this algorithm to extract topics from audio as well as
its evaluation is available in [13]. The core algorithm and our evaluation dataset
are available on our Github account5.

We start by identifying the speech parts within the audio content. An imple-
mentation of the algorithm for speech–music segmentation described in [15] is
available as a Vamp plugin [5] on our Github account6. We then automatically
transcribe the speech parts. We use the open source CMU Sphinx-3 software,

3 See http://dbpedialite.org/
4 We use 4store, available at http://4store.org
5 See https://github.com/bbcrd/rdfsim for the algorithm and
https://github.com/bbcrd/automated-audio-tagging-evaluation for the evalu-
ation dataset and a script which can be used to reproduce our evaluation results.

6 See https://github.com/bbcrd/bbc-vamp-plugins

http://dbpedialite.org/
http://4store.org
https://github.com/bbcrd/rdfsim
https://github.com/bbcrd/automated-audio-tagging-evaluation
https://github.com/bbcrd/bbc-vamp-plugins
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with the HUB4 acoustic model [16] and a language model extracted from the
Gigaword corpus. The resulting transcripts are very noisy. We evaluated the av-
erage Word Error Rate on the BBC Reith Lectures, a publicly available dataset
of transcribed programmes covering almost each year since 1976 and a wide range
of different speakers. We got an average Word Error Rate of around 55%7. Most
off-the-shelf concept tagging tools perform badly on noisy automated transcripts
as they rely on the input text to be hand-written and to include clues such as
capitalisation and punctuation which our transcripts are lacking. We therefore
designed an alternative concept tagging algorithm which does not assume any
particular structure in the input text.

We start by generating a list of URIs used by BBC editors to tag programmes
as part of the process described in Section 2.2. Those URIs identify people,
places, subjects and organisations within DBpedia. This list of identifiers consti-
tutes our target vocabulary. We dereference these identifiers and get their labels
from their rdfs:label8 property. We strip out any disambiguation string from
the label and apply the Porter Stemmer algorithm [12]. We apply the same stem-
ming algorithm to the automated transcripts and look for those stemmed labels
within them. The output of this process is a list of candidate terms found in
the transcripts and a list of possible corresponding DBpedia URIs for them. For
example if ‘london’ was found in the transcripts it could correspond to at least
two possible DBpedia URIs: d:London and d:London, Ontario. Our algorithm
uses the structure of DBpedia itself to disambiguate and rank these candidate
terms, and in particular a similarity measure capturing how close two URIs
are from each other in the DBpedia graph. For example if the automated tran-
scripts mention ‘london’, and ‘england’ a lot, our algorithm will pick d:London

as the correct disambiguation for the former, as it is very close to one possible
disambiguation of the latter, i.e. d:England. We end up with a ranked list of
DBpedia URIs for each programme. Some examples of the top three tags and
their associated scores are given in Table 1 for three different programmes.

We evaluated our algorithm on a dataset of 132 programmes with manual tag-
ging data added through the process described in Section 2.2 and made available
as part of the bbc.co.uk/programmes Linked Data [14]. We use the TopN mea-
sure introduced by Berenzweig et al. in [3] for the evaluation of automated music
tagging algorithms.

TopN =

N∑

j=1

α
kj
c

N∑

i=1

αi
c

N is the number of tags available in bbc.co.uk/programmes and kj is the
position of tag j in the automatically extracted tags. αc is an exponential decay

7 The dataset and an evaluation script to reproduce this result are available at
https://github.com/bbcrd/bbc-reith-lectures-sphinx-evaluation

8 We use the namespaces defined at the end of the paper.

https://github.com/bbcrd/bbc-reith-lectures-sphinx-evaluation
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constant which we set at 0.8, expressing how much we want to penalise a tag for
appearing down the list of automated tags.

A baseline random tagger gives a TopNmeasure of 0.0002. Our algorithm gives
0.205, and the best third-party concept tagging algorithm we evaluated, using
the automated transcripts as an input and TF-IDF ranking, gives 0.1951. We
are currently working with different projects, such as DBpedia Spotlight [10], to
try and improve the results of automated concept tagging algorithms on noisy
automated transcripts.

The algorithm works well for programmes that only deal with a few topics but
its performance decreases as the number of topics mentioned in the programme
increases. For example it performs very well on documentaries and factual pro-
grammes but performs poorly on magazine programmes. On the latter type of
programmes, our algorithm will struggle to find a clear disambiguation for candi-
date terms and a clear set of representative topics. A way to mitigate this issue is
to start our tagging process with a topic segmentation of the programme, which
we are currently investigating. It would also ensure we can find the relevant
segment of a programme when researching a specific topic, rather than point-
ing to either the whole programme or specific timestamps at which the topic is
mentioned.

Table 1. Example of automatically generated tags and associated scores. Programme
1 is a 1970 profile of the composer Gustav Holst. Programme 2 is a 1983 profile of the
Ayatollah Khomeini. Programme 3 is a 1983 episode of the Medical Programme.

Tag Score

Programme 1

d:Benjamin Britten 0.09
d:Music 0.054
d:Gustav Holst 0.024

Programme 2

d:Revolution 0.037
d:Tehran 0.032
d:Ayatollah 0.025

Programme 3

d:Hepatitis 0.288
d:Vaccine 0.129
d:Medical research 0.04

3.3 Automated Interlinking for Large Audio Archives

It would take around 4 years to transcribe the entire World Service archive on
commodity hardware. We therefore developed an infrastructure to process en-
tire radio archives in a reasonable time. We separated each step of the workflow
into independent, self-contained applications, or “workers”. Each worker takes
input in the form of the results of the previous step of the workflow, and produces
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output to be given to the next step of the workflow. These workers will decode
and downsample programmes, upload the resulting data to shared cloud stor-
age, transcribe the programmes, and extract and rank tags from the resulting
transcripts. We also configured a message-queuing system using RabbitMQ9 to
allow workers to pick up new tasks and assign tasks to one-another. In order
to control and monitor the system as well as centralise the resulting data, we
developed an HTTP interface called “KiWi API” which has direct access to the
message-queuing system. A capture of the homepage of KiWi API is given in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The home page of KiWi API

We then built an Amazon Machine Image (AMI10) with those workers pre-
installed. This AMI can be deployed on a large number of instances and au-
tomatically spawns a number of workers when starting up, depending on the
number of CPUs and the amount of memory available. With this infrastructure
in place, we processed the entire BBCWorld Service archive in two weeks instead
of years for a pre-determined cost and generated a collection of ranked Linked
Data tags for each BBC World Service programme. For the whole archive, the

9 See http://www.rabbitmq.com/
10 See https://aws.amazon.com/amis/

http://www.rabbitmq.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/amis/
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automated audio interlinking generated around 5 million RDF triples, interlink-
ing this archive with DBpedia and the rest of the Linked Data cloud. We are
currently using this same API to process content from other archives within the
BBC. The only bottleneck in how quickly an entire archive can be processed is
the bandwidth between our content servers and cloud storage servers.

4 Validation of Automated Links

We now have an automated set of links for each programme, which we can
use to bootstrap search and navigation within the BBC World Service archive.
Topic data can be used for browsing between programmes, generating topic-
based aggregations and searching for programmes on specific topics. We built an
application using these links to publish this archive on the web11.

This web site is built using the data held within our shared RDF store. This
store includes the automated interlinks mentioned above as well as all the data
we could gather around this archive. It also includes a set of images extracted
from Ookaboo12 which we use to generate programme depictions from the list
of topics associated with them. Overall, we store around 20 million RDF triples.
Most pages are built from SPARQL queries issued to that store with an average
response time of 15ms.

Automated data will never be entirely accurate so mechanisms are in place
for registered users to correct data when it is found to be wrong. When logged
in, users can upvote or downvote each individual topic and can add new topics
through an auto-completed list, using DBpedia as a target vocabulary. A screen-
shot of the interface for a ‘Discovery’ programme on smallpox13 is available in
Figure 3.

The aggregate of positive and negative votes on each tag is used to improve
the machine-generated ranking, and will have an impact on which programmes
will be retrieved when a user searches for a particular topic. Gathering this user
feedback makes it possible to automatically refine the automated algorithms.
This in turns leads to better automated metadata for the rest of the archive
creating a useful feedback cycle that leads to a better and better archive expe-
rience. As a result of this feedback cycle, the interlinks between our archive and
the Semantic Web are continuously improving.

The web site launched in late August 2012 and we are progressively increasing
the number of registered users. We now have around 2,000 users. As of April 2013
we have had more than 40,000 positive and negative votes against automatically
generated topics, covering around 6,000 distinct programmes. Around 10,000
new topics were added by users to around 3,000 distinct programmes.

As well as refining search and discovery within the archive and helping us
improve our algorithm, this user data is also helping us to continuously evaluate
our automated interlinking results. The raw user data can be used to evaluate

11 See http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk
12 See http://ookaboo.com/
13 See http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/programmes/X0909348

http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk
http://ookaboo.com/
http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/programmes/X0909348
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how well our algorithm is doing and we are also tracking the progress of the
evaluation measure mentioned above to see how the quality of our interlinks
is evolving. A detailed report on the evolution of overall interlinking quality
remains future work.

Fig. 3. A set of topics along with their origin and associated user validation data around
a ‘Discovery’ programme on smallpox. Topics can be derived from textual metadata
(‘synopsis’), audio or can be added by users. When logged in, users can upvote or
downvote individual tags by clicking on the thumbs button.

We index the resulting topic and voting data against programmes in an Elas-
ticSearch instance14 in order to perform fast topic-based searches across the
entire archive. This index takes into account all this user feedback as well as
the weights assigned to individual topics by our automated tagging algorithm.
We use this index to drive an archive-wide search, but also to quickly surface
content related to current news events, as detailed in the next section.

5 Finding Archive Programmes Related to Current News
Events

Another part of our system is to automatically detect which topics are being
discussed around current news events. In order to do this we capture the live

14 See http://www.elasticsearch.org/

http://www.elasticsearch.org/
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subtitles for the BBC News TV channel. The subtitles are then aggregated dur-
ing consecutive 40 second intervals. We process those 40 seconds of subtitles
with the same Wikipedia Miner setup mentioned in Section 3.1. We store the re-
sulting time-stamped topics in a Redis instance15 providing a publish/subscribe
mechanism for live topics. We also built a simple HTTP API to access topics
mentioned at a particular time on a particular channel. A screenshot of that API
is available in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. The Live Topics API, showing time-stamped topics extracted from the BBC
News channel

We now have a stream of anchor points within the Linked Data cloud, identi-
fying which topics are being discussed on the BBC News channel. We also have
an index of archive programmes against Linked Data URIs that is continuously
being updated and refined. By using the interlinks between these two datasets,
we can find archive programmes related to current news events.

In order to do this we query our ElasticSearch index for programmes matching
‘current’ topics, or topics that were mentioned on the BBC News channel in
the last five minutes. Programmes matching those topics will be returned, with
a given weight taking into account automated weights and user voting data.

15 See http://redis.io/

http://redis.io/
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Fig. 5. Visualising archive programmes related to current news events. This capture of
the visualisation was taken during the May 2013 Prime Ministerial election in Pakistan
(involving Imran Khan, a politician and former cricketer) was discussed on the news.
The red programmes in this visualisation include a 1990 Benazir Bhutto documentary
and a 2003 Imran Khan interview.

We further refine those weights by taking into account the number of current
topics those programmes also match. The more current topics a programme
matches, the more likely it is to be related to a current news event.

The resulting data is made available through the World Service archive pro-
totype described earlier and used to drive a dynamic client-side visualisation16.
This visualisation is depicted in Figure 5 and in Figure 6. The blue dots are
topics mentioned in the last five minutes on the BBC News channel. The size
of these blue dots is driven by the weights returned by Wikipedia Miner. Each
small dot is an archive programme related to those topics. The redder a dot is,
the more relevant the programme is. This visualisation is based on D3.js17 and
dynamically updates as new topics get mentioned on BBC News. Hovering over
the programme stabilises the visualisation around that programme and provides
more information as well as a link to the programme.

16 See http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/visualisations/current. Ac-
cess to the visualisation requires registration for the time being.

17 See http://d3js.org/

http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/visualisations/current
http://d3js.org/
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Fig. 6. Another visualisation, this time generated by a news story about UK soldiers
in Afghanistan. One of the programmes brought up by this visualisation is a 2008 pro-
gramme from a BBC correspondent in the Helmand Province, describing the evolution
of the region over a year.

This visualisation shows archive content related to current news events. This
archive content can then be used to provide some context around a particular
event. For example, a recent news event about replacing poppy cultivation by cot-
ton in Afghanistan was represented by the topics ‘Opium poppy’, ‘Afghanistan’
and ‘Cotton’ in the Live Topics API. The visualisation picked up a 2008 pro-
gramme about a new opium ban in Afghanistan and the impact it had on local
farmers. Another recent news event about a measles outbreak lead to two pro-
grammes being highlighted by the visualisation: a 1983 ‘Medical Programme’
episode on techniques for measles immunisation and a 2000 ‘Science in Action’
episode on predicting measles outbreaks.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have described a system for finding archive programmes re-
lated to current news events. These archive programmes can be used to provide
historical context, background information and supporting content around par-
ticular events. We specifically focused on parts of the archive that have little or
no pre-existing metadata as very little reuse is currently made of them.
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This system is driven by interlinking both archive content and live subtitles
with the Semantic Web. For archive content we use automated interlinking tech-
niques from supporting textual metadata and audio content. This results in a set
of topics identified by their DBpedia URIs for each programme in the archive.
We then use these interlinks to drive a web application enabling users to navigate
the archive and validate, correct and augment those links. This results in a con-
tinuously improving set of interlinks between our archive content and DBpedia.
We also automatically extract topics identified by DBpedia URIs from live BBC
News subtitles. The resulting interlinks between live news subtitles and archive
content are then used in a dynamic visualisation, showing programmes related
to current news events. The visualisation also shows how likely programmes are
to be related to current news events, enabling journalists or editors to quickly
locate relevant archive content. This archive content can then be used to provide
more context around particular events.

We are currently tracking the evolution of interlinking quality for the World
Service archive as we accumulate more and more user feedback. A detailed report
on this evolution remains future work. We also recently developed an algorithm
to quickly identify contributors in and across programmes, using speaker su-
pervectors [4] and an index based on Locality-Sensitive Hashing [17]18. We are
currently working on ways of interlinking these contributors with other datasets
using a similar mixture of automation and crowdsourcing. These interlinks would
enable us to surface programmes featuring people mentioned in the news in this
visualisation. For example interviews from the archive featuring particular politi-
cians could be surfaced alongside news events involving them. We also want to
investigate grouping topics into actual events, e.g. ‘Measles’, ‘Outbreak’ and
‘Swansea’ could be grouped into a single event as defined in the Storyline ontol-
ogy19. The time-stamped topics data we get from live subtitles would be very
useful for that. This would enable more precise event-based discovery within
the archive. We are also working on automated programme segmentation. Some
programmes are fairly long and tackle multiple topics which has a negative im-
pact on our automated interlinking algorithm and on the reusability of archive
programmes found by our visualisation. Finally, we recently started work on a
platform for sharing our automated interlinking tools and cloud-based processing
framework with other content owners outside of the BBC.

Acknowledgements. The research for this paper was conducted as part of the
Automatic Broadcast Content Interlinking Project (ABC-IP). ABC-IP is a col-
laborative research and development initiative between the British Broadcasting
Corporation and MetaBroadcast Ltd, supported with grant funding from the UK
Technology Strategy Board under its ‘Metadata: increasing the value of digital
content (mainstream projects)’ competition from September 2010.

18 See https://github.com/bbcrd/ruby-lsh for our implementation of Locality-
Sensitive Hashing and http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/

programmes/X0403940 for an example of how the resulting data is currently being
used.

19 See http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/storyline/2013-05-01.html

https://github.com/bbcrd/ruby-lsh
http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/programmes/X0403940
http://worldservice.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/programmes/X0403940
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/storyline/2013-05-01.html
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Annex: Namespaces

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

@prefix d: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> .

@prefix c: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Category:> .
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